Atennea Leisure

The most comprehensive and advanced software for Theme parks and Leisure Centres management
Atennea Leisure is the software that allows your theme park or leisure centre to perform all operational and financial
management using a single information system.
This advanced and complete software benefits from Quonext’s experience providing solutions to companies in this
industry.
Atennea Leisure integrates into a solution the main operational and administrative areas of these businesses, keeping the single data principle throughout the whole system.
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Atennea Leisure is a solution built on Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP, which stands out for meeting the broad set of
peculiarities of the Theme parks and Leisure industry. Furthermore, it perfectly suits to each company peculiarities.
What modules includes Atennea Leisure?

Central control

Central Control
Atennea Leisure includes the Central control module, for the reception of POS sales, which are automatically integrated with the Billing process in Microsoft Dynamics NAV. It streamlines the management of Sales channels such as:
n Ticket Office
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Catering
Store
Other incomes / Additional activities
Tickets sales

Atennea Leisure also includes a dashboard which provides daily control of accesses and revenue generated by
each cost center.

POS Definition

POS Definition
Atennea Leisure’s central database includes all POS definitions. Because of this, Administration teams are able to
control the company information to be displayed. End users only need to manage Sales!

Commercial

Commercial
Features included in this Atennea Leisure module provide a detailed management of fares with tour-operators and
agencies, loyalty cards, vouchers and tickets in advance.
Vouchers are automatically managed at the ticket office POS, easing the customer invoicing process.

Management
Control

Management Control
Atennea Leisure provides a comprehensive set of statistical reports queries. Thus, POS information can be analyzed
and compared to costs, in order to increase the operations profit margins.
PAX statistics, statistics per customer type, articles, budgets comparison, etc. can be also analyzed.

Purchases

Purchases
This Atennea Leisure module is the best support to efficiently manage offers, multiple discounts, relationships with
suppliers, and also online credit notices or fares.
Atennea Leisure provides purchases statistics per product-supplier and pending delivery notes.

Warehouses

Warehouses
This module contains a multi-warehouse application that manages the automatic entry of products through the purchase orders reception. Via automated processes, it also updates:
n
n
n
n

Costs
Cost evaluation definition
Applications Management
Transfers between warehouses (cost centers)
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Which are Atennea Leisure benefits?
Users can benefit from the multiple advantages related to Atennea Leisure, a solution that becomes the most suitable ERP management software for Theme parks and Leisure centres. Some of these benefits are:
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Integrated management of all areas of these companies
Operating costs dramatic reduction
Professional management, 100% adapted to the different kinds of establishment
Total adaptation to each Theme park or Leisure centre needs
Detail and accuracy when analyzing the business activity
Customer service and Visitors experience optimisation
Company revenues improvement and increase
Theme parks management highly customisable
Always updated information, anytime and anywhere
Integration with external devices

Quonext
Quonext is the management software company which provides business solutions and services at the latest technology.
Our goal is to help in an agile, powerful and simple manner to business organizations achieve greater profitability and
competitiveness with fast, effective and at the lowest cost implementations.
We count on the most qualified professionals for each business sector (including 2 of the 4 Microsoft Most Valuable
Professional de España). Moreover, Quonext takes 98% of its projects in time and cost agreed with the customer (according to our SLA and internal audit) compared to the 40% of the market (Data source: Penteo).
EXPERIENCE
Over 20 years developing and deploying Software Management Systems for the Tourism Industry.
Contact us
www.quonext-tur.com
info@quonext-tur.com
+34 902.221.223
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